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Gas shortages seem Imminent as the long cold winter begins.^ Photo by Jeff Liss

MSC initiates energy-saving measures
By Carol Braun

As energy conservation
measures become of greater
and greater national and world
importance, they have become
increasingly important to the
Minnesota State College System
and Moorhead State College
itself, At its meeting last week,
the State College Board
discussed several proposals
designed to save on electricity
and heating fuel. MSC has
already implemented a
conservation program.
According to a report in the
Minneapolis Star, extending the
academic year into the
summer, coupled with a longer
winter break, is one energyconservation proposal being
considered by the Board. The
article added that G. Theodore
Mitau, state college chancellor,
had ordered state college
presidents to "give special
consideration" to the change in
the academic calendar.

President Roland Dille, who
attended the Board meeting, is
that a change in the calendar
year was only one of several
plans discussed as emergency
measures at the meeting. He
stresses that a lengthened
winter break is still not
anticipated.

and security. For example,
some lights have been turned
off around the Student Union
and on top of Neumaier Hall,
but left on in parking lots and
around walkways. Lighting has
also been reduced in corridors
where the electrical circuits
will allow partial use.

Other conservation measures
discussed by the Board were
closing college offices on the
day before Christmas and New
Years so the heat could be
turned low on Friday afternoons
for long weekends, and
reducing lighting and
temperatures. Herring expects
a memo from the state office
sometime this week, outlining
specific energy-saving
measures expected of the
individual state colleges.

Thermostats in the corridors
of classroom buildings have
been lowered to 65 degrees and
classroom temperatures will be
held to between 68 and 70
degrees. They have been raised
slightly again, but Herring
hopes that they will not be set
above 68 degrees in rooms
equipped with thermostats.
"Cooperation will rest heavily
on individuals," he says. Over
vacation, windows in dorm
rooms were also checked for
airtightness. •

"We are waiting for the state
Fresh air intake has been
directive," Herring says, "but
we are not standing still in the reduced to the minimal level
meantime. We're trying to do p o s s i b l e i n e a c h c a m p u s
whatever we can." Herring facility. This means less cold
Dr. Earl Herring, vice explains that MSC has reduced air being brought into the
president of
Administrative exterior lighting on campus buildings and less warm air
Affairs at MSC. says his wherever this can be done being expelled.
However,
understanding from MSC without interfering with safety Herring explains that science

labs and food service areas,
which require greater fresh air
intake, have not been reduced to
the level of other buildings.
In addition, the speed limit for
all state-owned vehicles will be
50 miles per hour. Dille plans to
ask the Plant and Development
Committee to assume
responsibility as campus
energy conservationists. This
may mean enlarging the
committee to include more
dorm residents as members,
Herring says.
Other than the expected statelevel directives, a factor
determining how much energy
MSC will have to conserve may
be President Richard Nixon's
recent energy message.
Herring says he is still unsure
as to how the college would fit
into Nixon's recommended fuel
oil allocation reduction
schedule. He explains that if
the total amount of heating oil
promised to MSC is reduced,
some way will have to be found
to make the allocation last all
year.

winter brings
usual surplus,
new shortages
By Karl Xavier III
The first northland snow
covered Fargo-Moorhead with a
crusty topping. It was only
winter. As people closed front
doors and walked to their frozen
cars, their feet cracked and
crunched on the newly spread,
white blanket. The sound was
like a bowl of Saturday morning
RiceKrispies, and for those who
slept late, it was an unwanted
sound.

The new snow meant no
harm, but for working class
here it meant chipping gasoline
vehicles out of perfect ice
molds. Old men and ladies
walked slowly on the slick
sidewalks, or they didn't walk
at all. Hoping the snow would go
away somehow, little kids still
played with their bikes and
tricycles. Some mothers smiled
as they watched from picture
windows. If ballet hadn't been
popular with mailmen, it was
now. It became a door to door
Two of the three are highly art.
subsidized by organizations that
Another winter has been born
have been active in collective
bargaining at lower education in its glistening white coat. How
levels in past years. The MFT clean will it remain? My early
is affiliated with the American morning eyes looked out a
Federation of Teachers which is frosted window, dazed at the
affiliated with the AFL-CIO and appearance of a new season. As
the IFO is affiliated with the I opened the front door and
Minnesota
E d u c a t o r s walked outside, my feet joined
Association which is affiliated the others in that huge crispy
with the National Educators cereal bowl. I felt I should
apologize to my neighbors for
Association.
waking them so rudely,
t
AAUP has been in existance then, it's only winter.
for some time now but its sole
purpose was not to work as a
I greeted my car a very g
union.
morning, gently started

'big labor' bargaining forced on faculty
By Cal Singleton
In 1971 the state legislature
passed the Public Employees
Labor Relations Act (PELRA).
PELRA requires that
Minnesota State employees be
members of a collective
bargaining unit.
The State
College Board then tried to
institute the Inter-Faculty
Organization (IFO) as the state
wide bargaining unit for the
faculty at all state colleges. On
August 15,1973, the State Board
of Mediation Services was
petitioned and ruled that each
state college faculty shall be a
bargaining unit and elections be
held every two years to

determine each college's
exclusive representative in
contract negotiations.
This
meant that the IFO could no
longer speak for all state
colleges and was ordered to halt
contract negotiations.
Since
then there has been a struggle
for support of the unions at the
state colleges.
At MSC the Minnesota
Federation of Teachers (MFT)
and the American Association
of U n i v e r s i t y P r o f e s s o r s
(AAUP) are presently
competing with the IFO for
support.
The IFO appealed the State
Board of Mediation Services'

decision on the definition of the
bargaining
Fkculty members cannot vote on
the union of their choice until
the appeal is decided.
No elections can be held until
the State Board of Mediation
Services also decides whether
or not department chairmen
belong to the bragaining unit or
are to be considered members
of the administration.
While these decisions are
pending the three organizations
above are campaigning for
support at MSC and the other
state campuses.

...Continued on Page 4
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The
Bird
Has
Done
It
Again!

Served
Noon
And
Night
mmJMPHPR

Try a Full V2-Pound Hamburger
With French Fries and Trimmings .

$T OC?
J-

Or a Quarter-Pound Hamburger
With French Fries and Trimmings

NOTICE—Anyone eating 5 of our double burgers in
one sitting receives three Dirty Bird Dollars.

1
DIRTY

BIRD

Junction of Hwy. 10 & 75

The Bird is proud to announce that
"Teen King And The Princes" are returning next month by popular demand.
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MP1RG holds
varied support
By LeAnn Kuntz

On the eve of MPIRG's
reformation on the Moorhead
State College Campus, 30
randomly picked Moorhead
State College students were
asked if they supported the
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group and why or
why not.
+ I am one of those people
who has to see something
before I pay for it. I will
contribute after I see something
done. •
+ I support MPIRG, but I do
not know what is happening.
4- In theory, it is great, but it
is not related directly enough to
what college students are
interested in.
MPIRG, formed to insure
consumer and environmental
protection, minority rights,
occupational safety, health
care delivery, corporate and
government agency review, and
matters of urgent and longrange concern, has had a rough
time getting money support as
well as man-power support
from the MSC student body.

they do not know what MPIRG
is doing or has done. Already
quite convinced that MPIRG
has not helped around the
Fargo-Moorhead area, Debbie
Kozel (so-East Grand Forks)
said, "I would support it if I
could see what it has done
around here. We don't need it."
Also feeling quite socially
conscious, Jim Nedrud (jrUnderwood) thinks that too
many people overlook things
that do not directly affect them
and said, "Even though I
haven't followed MPIRG
closely, like many people, I
know it's done good things so I
support it."

"I did not know exactly what I
was paying my dollar for, so
when I was asked to pay, i just
didn't," was what Kris Rudrud
(fr-Fargo) had to say about
MPIRG. Being a freshman
might have had something to do
with Kris's reply, but Doug
Rebischke (jr-Little Falls) had
not even heard of MPIRG and
thought the reason he had not
was that he lives off campus.
Vince Jackson (jr-King George,
Just short of folding up on the VA) said, "I don't support
Moorhead State College anyt hing if I don't know what
Campus this fall quarter, it is."
MPIRG workers got the
Debbie Carlson (so-Moffit,
required number of petition
names to keep it in existence ND) feels quite the opposite.
here. Students were promised She said, "I don't care that I
that they would see a stronger can't see the results now as long
organization with clear goals — as somebody's doing it — that's
o n e g o a l b e i n g m o r e what counts."
concentration on local
On the other hand, Bob Olson
problems.
(sr-Rosemount) said, "I read
Some students interviewed what it does and I agree with it.
about MPIRG shied away from I think they are using our
paying the one dollar a quarter money the right way." Ginger
support fee because they said DeRosier (so-Brainerd) also
they did not have the money. t h i n k s M P I R G i s v e r y
One student, Carol Nepstad (jr- beneficial and said, as did
Ada) went so far as to say, "It many of the other students
seems to me it is just another interviewed, that she would
organization to contribute to. I probably spend the money some
have better uses for my other place so she mightaswell
spend it on MPIRG. Again
money."
David Perry (so-Edina) does repeating the words of many
not support MPIRG money-wise other students, DeRosier said
because he does not have the she could, not explain what
time to spend working for MPIRG was, but basically knew
MPIRG and feels it would be its purpose and its worth.
One anonymous student said
contradictory to pay the fee to
support it. Lester Olson (fr- h e w a s f o r M P I R G
Moorhead) does not pay the reinstatement because he said,
MPIRG fee either, but signed "It deals in areas that usually
t h e M P I R G r e i n s t a t e m e n t wouldn't be taken care of, little
petition that was circulated last things that people usually say
quarter so that others who 'let's forget about it' to."
might want to work for MPIRG
Mary Homan (fr-Bismarck,
could.
ND) thinks the campus is too
Sandy Moses (so-Edina) and apathetic about MPIRG. She
Rick Linde (so-Hastings), both said much more widespread
very strong and active support is needed to be
supporters of MPIRG last successful. It seems comments
year, echoed each other in their such as Georgia Blackmuns (sropinions of MPIRG. They said Alexandria), "I really don't
theoretically and ideally the know what MPIRG is doing. I
idea of MPIRG was great and probably pay the dollar fee that
very worthwhile, but results i s r e q u i r e d , " a r e a l i t t l e t o o
were so far removed that they common and are definitely a big
each decided to become hindrance to the MPIRG cause.
involved in something much
Some of the major areas '
more directly
related to
students like Dorm Council. MPIRG, which will probably be
This year they gave their man lead locally by Jean Farrand
power support in other places (so-Sioux Falls, SD) plans to
through they each still pay the work on starting winter quarter
are: occupational safety and
MPIRG fee.
health, transportation,
The major complaint of half e n v i r o n m e n t , c o n s u m e r
of the students interviewed was protection and agriculture.

A prize was given to the floor returning the most dishes and silverware to
Kise. Photo by Harold Weatherly III.

fruits of Kise plea produce
sour grapes from top banana
The results, according to
Stacy, were a drop in the
bucket. Only 11 of the 65
dormitory floors on campus
returned anything.
Pieces of silverware numbered
less than 100.

The campaign on Nov. 13th to
promote the return of untensils
taken from Kise Commons was,
according to Clint Stacy,
manager of the campus dining
service, a complete failure due
to the general indifference by
The winners were: third-floor
students and resident
Neumaier, first, with 17
assistants.
pounds; third-floor West
Ballard, second, with 14%
Last year replacement costs
pounds, and first floor, North
on silverware, china, glassware
Dahl, third, with 10 pounds.
and salt and pepper shakers
amounted to $9,065. With 1,500
At the start of this year, there
students on the meal plan, the
was enough silverware to last
average theft was nearly $6 per
an entire meal period without
students.
having to wash any. During the

Third-floor Neumaier
challenged all other floors on
campus to see who could turn in
the most pounds of dishes and
silverware. The winning floor
would receive the fixings for a
floor party furnished by Stacy.

quarter 480 pieces were added
but once again there is a
shortage.

"There will be a full supply
again winter quarter," Stacy
warns, "but, none will be added

again until spring quarter.
Students are the ones who
created the shortage and they
are the only ones who can help."
Other plans being undertaken
to help cut the cost of dishes include the use of non-breakable
china, which costs one-third
less, and ordering utensils for
personal use starting winter
quarter. Approximate prices
will be a fork, 12c; knife, 27c;
spoon, 7c; glass, 13c, and filled
salt shakers, 21c.
Stacy added that, when a
student comes to a meal and
finds no silverware, he is put in
a negative frame of mind before
he even gets his food, making it
easy for him to find fault with
everything. Because of this
negative attitude, the Food
Service is trying to fight a losing
battle where improvements will
be long in coming.

(con't from P.l)

winter 1974 may not be 'just another'
engine and, like a sculptor,
chipped a black and yellow
Chevrolet out of my own
personal ice mold. "So this is
what it is like to be a sculptor,"
I said to myself. "What talent I
must have< I didn't make a
single mistake!" The whole car
remained intact only minutes
after very tedious work.
Once again, I realized that
winter is a very personal
experience. We had all become
sculptors chiseling our own
masterpieces. It's only winter.
It was easy to flash back to
past winters and catch cloudy
glimpses of the good old work
and play days. We were kids
throwing snowballs, sliding
down hills on flimsy cardboard
pieces and playing hockey with
chunks of coal Older folks
shoveled snow drifts. The street
department hauled snow piles
to the river and sand was
thrown on the street. There
were always a few town "cools"
who hitched rides on the back of
cars. The next week, the local
newspaper would carry a

special story warning parents to
reprimand their kids. Golly, it
was only winter! Take a look, it
still carries on.

We have all become older and
our winters have gone through
some changes. Young children
do what we did, we do what the
older people have done, and the
old now watch more than do.
It's easier to understand how
that hot coffee can taste so good
on cold days.
Yes, a new winter has
descended upon us and along
with it, an energy
crisis.
Johnny Cash says, "Dial down"
and others say, "Share body
heat!" It is time to burn less
electric light and more candles,
grow beards and walk, not
drive. It's time to wear your
grandpa's union suit and an
Ozzie Nelson sweater. It's time
to share more and use a little
less. The only abundant energy
is our own. The fossil fuels just
aren't arotind like they used to
be.

Yes, we can dream of past
winters and shudder at the
present one. It could be just
another winter. It can be more
than that ; it can be the cloud we
will all play in, together.
We must keep happy. It
makes us all a whole lot
warmer, at least inside. It's not
just another winter.

CORRECTION
The MSC Snackbar, which is
partly subsidized by the Kise
Food Service, does not average
$750 profit a day as previously
stated, but actually only rings
up an average of $350 a day
causing an average loss of $200
a week.
Clint Stacy, Food Service
director, says the Snackbar
stays open on weekdays for the
students, even though it
operates at a loss.
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editorial

No Letters!
Why?

j

By Steve Webber
"Were it left for me to decide whether we should have a
government without newspapers, or newspapers without
government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the
latter." — Thomas Jefferson.
Moorhead State College survived the first part of the
proposition when the MiSTiC was closed down and
prohibited from publishing, and it appears that part two of
the quote may not be far behind. What would happen to
students' rights on campus with no student government?
With Student Senate elections behind schedule to begin
with, and now postponed due to lack of publicity and a
scarcity of candidates, the prospects for student
government at MSC look dim at best.
Rumors concerning the disbanning of the Senate abound,
with the only hope of survival resting in the hands of
students. Survival that is, for those who want it to survive.

Senate election filings

The AAUP is exclusively for
higher education faculty and
collective bargaining is fairly
new to it. Fervis Scott, an
important AAUP member, said,
"the question is whether AAUP
can learn about collective
bargaining while the other

organizations are learning
about higher education." Scott
then pointed out that the AAUP
has done this in other states and
presently represents more
higher education faculties than
do the NEA or the AFT.

Steve Webber
Janis Fredrickson
Webb White
Tom Tollefson
Phil Hilker
Bruce Hanson
Nancy Bond, Ron Wood
MSC Circle K Chapter
Maggie Drahos, Donna Bart,
Regina Larson
Jean Hedlund, Colleen Kemp
Linda Peterson
Tom Lundquist

Arts Editor
Sports Editor

Voting will be from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. Dec. 14 in Flora Frick, the
Center for the Arts, Nemzek

Fieldhouse and Comstock
Memorial Student Union.
Election
Committee
members are Walter Eisner
(so-Luverne), Corinne Iversen
(so-Fergus Falls), Sandra
Steger (jr-Blaine), Greg Danz
(sr-Moorhead) and Deb Zitzow
(sr-Moorhead).

(con't from P. 1)

Miller does admit that the
SCB was trying to grandfather
in the IFO as the exclusive
representative until it
was*
challenged.

He accused the MFT of
"giving sweeping denunciations
Joseph Miller, the leader of of its position without naming
IFO's MSC chapter, believes anything specific.
that the IFO should become the
exclusive representative of the
Miller also claims that the
faculty because it has a better IFO has more experience with
working relation with the SCB. higher education than does the
Miller said he can personally AFT. Miller is also a member
approach the chancellor at any of AAUP.
time.
Daniel Knighton, head of the
local MSC's MFT Chapter got
hold of the contract that the IFO
was negotiating with the SCB
and found it to lie pretty
terrible". A petition was sent
to the State Board of Mediation
and the result was the decision
Editor
to make each college a
Associate Editor
bargaining unit. It was this
Business 8< Advertising Manager
Photo Editor decision that the IFO appealed.

advocate

Filing closes at 5 p.m. Dec. 7.
Petitioning deadline is 12 noon,
Dec. 13.

The only qualification for
candidates is that they must be
students at Moorhead State

3 organizations vie for MSC Faculty
It is a national
organization whose local
chapter at MSC became
inactive two years ago. This
year the AAUP is restarting its
MSC chapter and is going to
campaign to become the
exclusive collective bargainer
for MSC.

College. Candidates for the
Council positions may not be
Senators.

Filing for the Student Senate
fall quarter elections opened
Nov. 27 at the Senate office. To
be elected are four 3-quarter
term Senators, two 2-quarter
term Senators and two
members to the Student
Advisory Council.

Knighton criticized the determine a written platform,
contract for being generally according to Scott.
vague and giving the legislature
power to amend any economic
Scott said the AAUP does
articles in the contract.
have a national statement with
regard to collective bargaining
Knighton believes that salary but that it is too general.
increases should be on a
predetermined scale instead of
It is expected that as the
a percentage increase as the election nears,
the national
contract that was being AAUP will help to underwrite
negotiated proposed. Knighton the expenses of campaigning,
also said that the "grievance but Scott said it does not plan to
procedure in the contract is g i v e f r e e d i n n e r s like i t s
poor and probably illegal."
opponents have done. "We are
not going to go out and dangle
Scott believes that iho AAUP wine bottles and candle lit
is best suited as the exclusive tables in front of the faculty,"
representative because i t is
said Scott. Overall he does not
exclusively higher education.
expect the AAUP can or will
Scott believes that the IFO's spend near as much as the IFO
merger with the MEA caused it or MFT.
to lose, some support.
Heretofore the AAUP has
acted in a calmly,
The AAUP came into the unagressively, and persistently
competition later than the other behind the scenes, said Scott.
two (just this year)
organizations and is going to
meet this Saturday to

Advertising Staff
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Copy Desk
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Publisher
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Newspapers that ignore
new ideas sink fast.

A good newspaper always welcomes fresh
ideas from its readers. The Advocate is no
different. If the Advocate is to be an effective
newspaper, one that best represents your
thinking,, it must receive a steady flow of new
id&as. Get involved. Think of a good way to
improve the Advocate. Then jot it down and drop
it off in room 121 CMU. After all the Advocate is
your newspaper.

Kingrey assumes
role as lobbyist
John Kingrey, Minneapolis, a
1972 graduate of Moorhead
State College, was recently
appointed Minnesota State
College Student Association
(MSCSA)-State College Board
(SCB) Liaison-Lobbyist by
MSCSA-President Curt B.
Kepart of Mankato State
College.

The position of the MSCSASCB liaison-lobbyist was
approved as a student
internship by the MSCSA at its
first meeting of the 1973-74
school year.

between MSCSA and SCB office
personnel.
As the position is defined, the
intern cannot be reduced to the
role of an aid to any person in
the SCB Office. He is
responsible only to MSCSA.
As intern, Kingrey will relay
MSCSA actions and positions to
keep MSCSA
the SCB and
informed of SCB business;
providing MSCSA with all
pertinent information prior to
MSCSA actions.

The intern will strive to fulfill
needs for increased and
Kingrey will act as official
improved communications spokesman for the MSCSA at

raising its $250. The original
idea was to block-book Podipto
through all the state colleges. It
was felt that Podipto would not
attract students at some of the
The salary Kingrey will be colleges.
paid, the same rate paid to last
year's lobbyist, is $50 per week
Moorhead's funding projects
during the season.
are headed by Walt Eisner (soThe financing of Kingrey's Luverne). Eisner said he is
position will come from money working on a block-booking
raised by each of the state project with a couple other
colleges. The goal set for each colleges to raise money. Then,
he added, "We may set up a
college is $250.
booth for donations."
At the last meeting of the
MSCSA, a motion was passed
Kingrey began his work by
stating each college would have attending the last meeting of the
to devise its own means for SCB, which was held Nov. 20.
SCB meetings, the most recent
one held last week, when no
MSCSA executive board
member can be present.

POPEYE IS IN TOWN!

T-Shirts
Sweat Shirts

Beer Towels
Wind Breakers

Ceramic Steins
Colossal Mugs

Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs

Plastic Cups
Your Favorite Cocktails & Beverages

Coasters

Lighters
Stadium Blankets

- —n*

•
•
•
•
•

CHICKEN
PRIME WESTERN STEAK
SEA FOOD
MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS TO 150
ON & OFF SALE LIQUORS

282-3693

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NITELY

Liquor — Wine —
Beer — Ice

THE R0IIHD HOUSE
94 LIQUORS

Stop in and say hello to Popeye's
crew, at Popeye's Off Sale,

Cor. 12 Ave. S. & Old Hwy. 52
236-9494 — Moorhead

4th & Main, Moorhead.

Open Sundays 10-8

BULK CLEANING

5 ^'1.99

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

WITH I.O.

25c WASHERS

Mandy's Quick Clean & Laundry
Brookdale Shopping Center
Moorhead 236-7032

STORE-WIDE SALE—SAVE 50 TO 75%

Sportswear

299

Sweaters
Values To 21.00
NOW ONLY

4"

(HHP19)

Sportswear

3

99

Pants
Values To 15.00
NOW ONLY

ANYONE CAN SEE
CHRISTMAS IS COMING UP
To introduce you to the new season
and to us, we are offering a special
20% storewide discount to everyone
who brings us a copy of this ad

4"

399

Values To 20.00
NOW ONLY.

2

For

llC

MOORHEAD CENTER MALL

Values To 21.00
NOW ONLY

Dresses
Values To 42.00
NOW ONLY

Q99!

Coats

99

6

99

Coats
ENTIRE

STOCK REDUCED.

25
40%
To

Sweaters
BBSlAtl'OltTS

...9

PANTY HOSE l/ Off
2
SPECIAL
99

Pants
Values To 20.00
NOW ONLY.

99

Values To 40.00
NOW ONLY.

1 Group

Blazers

Friday, Nov. 30, Saturday, Dec. 1 and
Sunday, Dec. 2.

Sweaters

Pantsets

208 BROADWAY
Downtown Fargo Store Only!
Open Mon.-Thurs. Nites Till» P.M.
Starting Dec. 3 Open Every Mon.-Fri. Till? P.M.

Off
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committee considers
revamping to improve
activities programming
By LeAnn Kuntz

The student activity fee
students pay each quarter at
Moorhead State College
supports an inadequate and
uncoordinated
student
activities program, said an ad
hoc committee appointed last
school year by the college
president.
Hoping to straighten out the
situation, that committee,
composed of about 15 students,
faculty members and
administrators, and headed by

Robert Schoeneberger, director
of Student Activities, has been
meeting since January 1973 and
plans to implement its
recommendations by mid-term
this winter.
Revamping student activities
includes changing " a
cumbersome and unnecessarily
duplicated budget system,"
accordingto the committee. In
addition, after seriously
questioning the Student
Senate's current responsibility
for student activity funds, the
committee recommends giving

A

MEMCAN

-(-Student activities are
successfully meeting student
needs basically in three areas —
music, athletics and theatre —
other areas must be more fully
developed;
-I-A system must be devised
to hand out activity fees more
fairly.

I n order to encourage
participation in student
activities, the committee
decided some incentives should
be provided for the student,
whether they are academic,
economic or personal rewards.
The Student Activities Office,
now located on the Student
Union main floor, has been set
T h e r e a r e t h r e e m a j o r up to help students interested in
premises on which the ad hoc earning academic credit c o m m i t t e e h a s b a s e d i t s through activity involvement.
The committee noted, also, that
proposed changes in student
more attention should be given
activities:
-(-Student activities are not to the individualized major as
fun and games alone; they are another way of gaining credit
i m p o r t a n t t o t h e t o t a l for participation.
Finding out why some student
educational development of
activities are successful so
students;

State <ank

BANK

Downtown Moorhead

Welcome Back Students
MSC SUNDAY SPECIAL
11-9 Every Sunday

SIRLOIN STEAK
Reg. $2.49—NOW

2e09

Complete with tossed salad, baked potato and
Texas

toast. MSC Students and Faculty only.
(I.D. Needed)

2515 SOUTH UNIVERSITY

The committee found that the
reason some student activities
were more successful than
others was that successful
activities usually had strong
faculty and-or staff support,
continuity and close
departmental coordination with
activity.
To encourage development in
all desired areas, the
committee decided to
recommend establishing a
student activities committee
which would be composed of
representatives from eight
major areas of student activity.
Briefly described they are:

Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

CELEBRATE THE
HOLIDAYS AT

temperature
DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

"What we wanted to know
was why certain student
activities were so successful.
Successful advisors were asked
to spend a few hours, with us to
talk about their programs.
Actually, we were asking people
who vie each year for funds to
sit down and help each other
ouc.
We had no problem
though . Really we had very
good cooperation from some
very busy people," said
Schoeneberger.

Leinenkugels

+ Free minimum balance checking
+ Drive in teller windows
-I-Friendly fast service

TIM!

other activities could benetit
from them was another area the
committee investigated.

...Continued on Page 7

Striving to meet student needs

AMERICAN
STATE
•J

that responsibility to the
Student Activity Fee Budget
Committee.
This committee consists of
three faculty members and-or
administrators and six
students.
Committee findings and
solutions have been largely
okayed in principle by MSC
President Roland Dille.
Schoeneberger believes the new
student activities program may
be functioning even before
February 1974 since the main
task left is to fill committee
positions on the Student
Activities Committee and
proposed new Student Activity
Fee Budget Committee.

Rausch Liquors
Member FDIC

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing A Wrecker
Service

1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

union
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

When you
have the
Munchies
There's a vending machine nearby.

F-M Vending

JEFF URDANGEN
REGIONAL LECTURER
ON TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION
WILLSPEAKON

Meditation and Hie Psychobiology
of Consciousness
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5th
8 P.M. — Room 147
Student Union
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events calendar
Thursday, Nov. 29
12 —Symposium on US and Latin American Relations —Lounge, CMUnion
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Karate Orientation — Dr. Okamura — Senate Chambers,
Union
9-11 p.m. — Coffeehouse: MARK JOHNSON, Singer — (Free) Wooden
Nickel, CMUnion
*

Friday, Nov. 30
5:30 p.m. — Jr. Varsity Basketball: MSC vs. CC — Nemzek Fieldhouse
6:30-8:30 p.m. — Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — Basketball: MSC vs. CC — Nemzek Fieldhouse
8p.m. — SUPB Movie((CHARLIE)) (Free) — CMUnion Lounge
9-12 p.m. — Coffeehouse: MARK JOHNSON, Singer — (Free) Wooden
Nickel, CMUnion
Saturday, Dec. 1
All Day — Vet's Club Meeting — CM Union
1-5 p.m. — Style Show —Mhd. Republican Women — Ballroom, CMUnion.
Sunday, Dec. 2
2:30p.m. —SIMS — Room 226, CM Union
7 p.m. — League of Norskman's Banquet — Ballroom, Union
9 p.m. — Circle K meeting — Room 148, CMUnion

Cultural Arts committee: All
cultural events coordinated and
supported by the music, art,
speech and theatre
departments.
Recreation committee: All
recreation events including
intramurals and women's
recreation governed by health,
recreation and physical
education departments.
SUPB committee:
Responsible for all in-Union
programming
Student Government
committee:
Senate work
backed possibly by the political
science department.
Inter-residence Hall
committee:
All dormsponsored events
Fraternity-Sorority
committee:
All social,
professional and service

r

fraternities, sororities and
societies
Department Clubs
committee: Supported by
advisors from departments
involved.
Special Interest committee:
Responsible for actiyities such
as Advocate work or religious
happenings
The committees would
represent both funded and nonfunded organizations and
groups since it was thought all
activities need support and
should receive consideration
when events are being
programmed.
The second committee
recommended for a successful
student activities program is
the Student Activities Budget
Committee. With the proposed
three faculty administrators
and-or six student

want ads

December 3-7
STUDENT UNION PROGRAM BOARD WEEK
Monday, Dec. 3
"
j
i
5:30 p.m. —Jr. Varsity Basketball:; MSC vs. Valley City State — Nemzek
Fieldhouse
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
7:30p.m.— Basketball: MSC vs. Valley City State—Nemzek Fieldhouse
8 p.m. — AAUW Meeting — Owens Lounge
Tuesday, Dec. 4
7-9p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
7:30 p.m. — MSC Chapter of AAUP —Owens Lounge
Wednesday, Dec. 5
8-5 p.m. — Minnesota Safety Council — Hagen Auditorium
4 p.m. — Faculty Senate — Owens A
7:30 p.m. — Faculty Association — Owens Lounge
7 & 9 p.m. — SUPB Film Series: "Klute" (25c) — Weld Auditorium. MSC
Children's Theatre: "A Christmas Carol" — CA Auditorium.

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avemie No.
Fargo, North Dakota

s

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World

STORAGE: Heated and locked for
TEKE
motorcycles or small car, $4Q
|
through March. Phone 236-1858. f

CONGRATULATIONS! To Coati
Mund i for an outstanding
"performance in the Wooderr Nickel!
J's General Store, 1115 2nd Ave. N1., For once, the place was packed and
we had some honest entertainment.
Fargo.
JEH
TEKE is unique.
DO YOUR OWN thing; join the
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS — TKE'S.
Antiques and collectibles. B -J's
FOR SALE: Full-length Army
General Store, 1115 2nd Ave. N.,
trench coat, 40L; Need bread for
Fargo.
Christmas; $20. Call Sharon at 2363621.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
;

GOURMET FOODS, wine-making
supplies, beer-making supplies. B-

Tom's Park Towers

SPORTING GOODS

SUPER CUTS

DOWNTOWN - FARGO - 237-9194

Holiday Mall
612 N. P. Ave.

Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

(It's All In The Cut)
501 So. 7th

and visit the N.W.'s largest ski shop.
HAMBURGER SPECIALISTS I

iMLiO'S

Ballantine
Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

Campus Lovelies

BANQUETTE

It's Diamond
Trade-in Week!

WINE

MARGNAT

TCe epsake
DIAMOND

RINGS

!

Imported French Wine
IVi Qt. Rose or Red

ANNIE GREEN SPRINGS
Cherry or
Berry Frost

xr
FARGO JEWELRY MFG. CO.
Fargo, N. DoW.

58102

THE ROUND HOUSE
94 LIQUORS f

Cor, 12-Ave- S. & Old Hwy* 52
236-9494 — Moo rhead

235-3109

[GIVE YOUR FRIENDS
A GIFT FROM

Rausch Liquors
1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew
OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

mister
Domxt

Attention
Are you about to marry
your handsome prince?
If unique is what you
seek in your
choice of
engagement or wedding
rings choose from
Minnesota's only original
stylings.
Ronald Originals Jewelers
701 Hennepin at 7th St.
Downtown Minneapolis

for both sexes

Moorhead
Fargo

THINK SNOW
Lei

REGISTERED

is where it's at.
t —:

representatives, students
should have the final decision
because of their majority
position.
Of the $31 Activity Fee, the
budget committee will have
$11.50 to work with. The rest of
the money is used for other
things:
$6 for the Health
Service, $3.50 for CMU
operation, and $10 to pay back
money borrowed to build CMU.
Organizations requesting
funds from the Budget
Committee will have to fill out
standardized forms by the
middle of winter quarter. A
maximum of three people per
organization may appear before
the committee to request money
according to the ad hoc
committee. Such procedure
was designed to alleviate
unnecessary paperwork and
overpowering group lobbying
pressure on the committee
members.
Schoeneberger, as Student
Activities director, will be
required to act as liaison
between the Student Activities
Committee and the Student
Activities Budget Committee,
which are expected to draw on
each other's resources.
The original ad hoc
committee hoped that its
program recommendations
would give more responsibility
to the student body for the way
student activity funds are used.
An extension of that committee
continues to meet and work out
details that haven't been ironed
out yet. Anyone interested is
invited to attend the meeting.

1102 First Ave. North

ANOTHER OFFER COMES YOUR WAY
We appreciate the patronage MSC students have
given us and are offering this coupon and
quantity discounts for organizations, groups,
frats, sororities ... Call 293-9240
CLIP THIS COUPON

OPEN
24
HOURS

BUY ONE DOZEN

Get 6 Free
REGULAR ASSORTMENT
Coupon good now Thru Dec. 8, 1973.
Good at Fargo Store only.

WliSter

DorvuJt

,1102 1st Ave. North Fargo
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Photos by David Benning

faculty elects
senators to
committees
Several faculty senators were
named to a student-faculty
Human Relations Committee
set up at the
Oct. 31 meeting
of the Faculty Senate at the
request of Dr. Roland Dille,
Moorhead State College
President. The committee will
be responsible for examining
present human relations points
programs at MSC and
developing other options or
alternatives to these programs.
In addition the committee will
serve as an appeals board for
students who have problems in

completing the requirements.
Human relations points are
necessary to be certified as a
teacher in Minnesota.
Faculty members named to
the Human Relations
Committee are Dr. Arnold
Johnson, associate professor of
philosophy, chairman; David
Beaulieu, instructor of minority
group studies; Betty Bergford,
assistant professor of
education; Dr. Lysle Meyer,
professor of history; Joseph
Daniels, coordinator of Equal
Opportunities for Minority
Students; Larry Jones,
assistant professor of
education, and Eileen Hume,
director of the human relations
program and an ex-officio
member of the committee.

(so-Mahnomen).
A third
student member is still to be
appointed.
In action at its Nov. 7
meeting, the Faculty Senate
elected five of its members to
the Phase Two Task Force
under the Governor's Cost
Improvement program.' The
joint administrative-faculty
task force will be responsible
for reviewing and making
recommendations on the
departmental' self-evaluations
soon to be completed under
Phase One of the Governor's
Program.

The faculty members elected,
one from each area of the
college, are Dr. Robert Badal,
assistant professor of speech;
Dr. Bradley
Bremer,
Student members are associate professor of
Elizabeth Garcia, (so-Eagle p s y c h o l o g y ; K a r e n K i v i ,
Pass, TX) and Mary Svenneby reference librarian; Dr. Dorian

Olson, associate professor of
accounting, and Dr. Judith
Strong, associate professor of
chemistry.
Administrators appointed to
the task force by Dille are Dr.
Robert Hanson, vice president
of Academic Affairs and
chairman of the task force; Dr.
William Jones, dean of arts,
h u m a n i t i e s
a n d
communications; Dr. Glaydon
Robbins, dean of professional
studies; Dr. William
Treumann, dean of science and
mathematics; Dr. Howard
Lysne, director, division of
business, and Dr. Catherine
Warrick, director of nontraditional studies.
Under Phase One, each
department must submit a
study of academic programs
and the costs involved by Dec.
20 to be reviewed by the task
force. The studies are being
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done Hanson said, because
according to law, budgets now
have to be based on the cost of
an actual program rather than
average costs per credit hours.
He added that the studies will
also enable the college to
examine the ways and means of
more effectively using
resources and provide a
possible yardstick to use in
determining faculty cuts.

HAVE YOU TRIED IT?
IT'S NOT
HARD!

From
$100.

Special Student Prices

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI-TOURING
+ lf you can walk you can ski and you will enjoy it!

9

RENTAL EQUIPMENT (FOR ALL AGES)
Free Instructions Every Week.
Call 237-LOVE for Reservations and the next clinic date

NOMAD
1140 N 8th St. Fargo

DOWNTOWN FARGi k
ANDWEST ACRES

KNOWLEDGABLE PEOPLE & QUALITY EQUIPMENT'

SKIERS: Where can you
buy the newest in ski
equipment at the lowest
possible prices? Scheels!
Skis, Boots, Skiwear, plus
Ski & Touring Packages
second to none in quality
and price. Trade and save
even more ... and charge it!

4 SKI HUTS
IN FARGO-MOORHEAD •
•FARGO
DOWNTOWN
• FARGO SOUTHSIDE
•WEST ACRES —
FARGO
• MHD. DOWNTOWN
ALL STORES OPEN
EVENINGS. MHD.
OPEN SUN. 1 TO 5.
HARDWARE

'74 Ford
MustangS

SPORTING GOODS

We Specialize in Custom Paint
and Fiberglass Bodies

HARDTOP • GHIA • 2+2 • MAC H I

Starting at $2895

AUTO BODY

To be sure of a better deal , go first to . .

FORD

W. W. Wallwork, Inc.
Corner of 1-29 & Hiway 10

FARGO
Phone 282-2350

Free Estimates
1522 MAIN FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

Dial

232-2703
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'German Posters

Two exhibitions will be on view Nov. 29 —
Dec. 17, at Moorhead State College's Center
for the Arts Gallery.

of Today'

The first exhibit is entitled "German
Posters of Today," circulated by the German
Arts Council in collaboration with the
Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations.

now at CA

The exhibition highlights some of the recent
innovative ideas put forth by German poster
designers such as Frieder and Renate
Grindler, Giinther Kieser, Holger Matthies,
and Jiirgen Spohn.

Art Gallery

The second exhibition, by Rod Cusic, is
called "Aesthetic Scientism." Cusic is a
native of Colorado who majored in art at MSC
and now studies at the University
Internationale dell Arte in Florence, Italy.
His exhibition deals with the relationship
between art and technology. Dr. James
Wray, assistant professor of Physics,
supplied expertise on laser light and
holography.
Center for the Arts Gallery hours are 8a.m.
— 10 p.m., Monday-Friday, and 12 p.m. — 5
p.m., Saturday and Sunday.

Mooch Game '73: bored of the stars

afternoon game shows have finally met their match
By Maureen Zimmerman
"Welcome to the word game
of the stars, Mooch Game '73!
And here is your favorite host
and announcer, Gene
Burnray!"
"Thank you, Voice From the
Sky! Gee, it is soooooo nice to
be here with you folks today to
play our fun, fun game! Of
course, the whole world knows
how to play it, but I will go over
the rules very quickly for those
of you who are not too bright."
"The object of this cute game
is to whip the living daylights out
of your opponent! To do this,
you must match answers with
our panel of hilarious
celebrities which we had
shipped in from Sesame Street.
If you match answers with
them, (which
is highly
unlikely) a little red light will go
on, which means you have a
point. Whoever has the most
points at the end of a round will
win some money! Then, if you
really luck out,.you just might
match words with the star of
your choice in our Super Dupe r
Mooch, in which case you may

win up to $5,000 in cash! Now
wouldn't that be neat? Of
course, it would! Now, Voice
From the Sky, let us meet our
two lucky, lucky contestants for
today!"
"Gene, our first darling
contestant is a housewife from
Pittsburgh. Her name is Petulia
Poor, and she is the mother of
fourteen children. Nice going
Petulia! Our second lovely
contestant is a sexy fashion
model from New York who is
going towin because all the male
celebrities are dying to go out
with her! Let us hear it for
Samantha Sensuous! Thatis all,
Gene."
"Thank you, Voice From the
Sky! And now ladies, let us
begin. Miss Sensuous, since we
like you the best, you may go
first. Please pick a question
from either slot A or slot B.
Remember, of course, it is a
proven fact that the questions
from slot A are easy to answer,
and that those from slot B are
virtually impossible to
answer.,"
•;
f
"I will take

slot .... A!"

"All right! Now, celebrities, this final question. Are you
fill in this blank: Since ready? The question is: "Will
everything John touched turned you go out with me tonight?"
to lead, John's wife Mary had a
lead ... blank. Did you get that
"I
stars? Of course, you did. You
are all making witty obscene
"You win again. $5,000 is all
remarks over there. Good! Is yours! Run over and kiss the
everybody ready? Fine. Will stars for giving you all that nice
you give us your answer, Miss m o n e y ! I s n ' t t h a t s w e e t
Sensuous?"
"I will say ... his wife had a
lead ... bottom."
"Wonderful! You win! That is
the precise lewd answer that we
instructed our panel of stars to
give! That means however, that
p oor Mrs. Poor will not get a
chance to play at all since Miss
Sensuous ma'ched everyone.
That is tooooo bad, Mrs. Poor. It
was really great having you sit
inour chair,but you will have to
get lost now. On your way out
you can pickup up an old
version of the Newlywed Game
to play at home with your
family. Have fun.be good, and
soooooo long!"

viewers? Of course it is! That is
the way it always is here on this
great show. Everyone is always
soooooo happy! However, I air
afraid our time has run out, sc
this is Gene Burnray saying
bye-bye from all the folks here
at Mooch Game '73! See you all
tomorrow!"

this week

Nov. 29-Dec. 17 — German Posters of Today, Exhibit
Art Gallery.
'
Nov. 29-Dec. 1 — The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail
Concordia Theatre, 8 p.m.
Nov. 29-30 — Mark Johnson, Wooden Nickel, 9-11 p.m.
free.
Nov. 30 — Marilee Skidmore, Faculty voice recital
Concordia College, 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 5
Klute, SUPB films, Weld Auditorium, 7 and (
p.m., 25 cents. Jane Fonda won an Oscar for her portrayal
of Bree Daniels, a call girl haunted by a former customer. A
top-notch thriller which also stars Donald Sutherland.
"Okay, Miss Sensuous, we are
Dec. 4-7 — The Pied Piper of Hamlin, MSC Children's
here all alone. This is your big Theatre CA Auditorium, 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. (Dec. 4-6), 1C
chance. Everything depends on a.m. (Dec. 7).
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television

Macy's Thanksgiving Parade was a cop-out
By Bruce R. Miller
With a number of reruns
surfacing on television over the
Thanksgiving holiday, it was
surprising to see that even the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade appeared to be a repeat
of past presentations. Included
in this year's procession were
the same old floats the same old
Christmas songs, and the same
old patched balloons which have
been around for a majority of
the parade's forty-seven years.

The only new addition to the
NBC production
was the
replacement of Betty White and
Lome Greene with Kent
McCord and Martin Milner as
the television commentators.
This change was perhaps the
poorest one that could have
been made, for not only did the
two gentlemen lack the warmth
and expertise of White and
Greene but they also failed to
shed their stoic "Adam-l#'
images All of their parade
descriptions and ad libs were
spiced with the same clipped

dialogue that has made a hit of
their nighttime series and their
commercial segues were so
unrehearsed that McCord was
often seen shuffling through his
papers trying to find the
names of the products they
were to plug while his partner
silently stared into the camera.

are in deep ratings danger. As
in the past, these performers
found it difficult to lip-sync with
the music, and subsequently,
gave up in the middle of their
songs by waving and blowing
kisses while their mystery
voices sang on.

The only professional
moments of the parade came
The specialty acts
which from the dance numbers of the
filled a number of the indomitable Radio City Music
program's 180 minutes were Hall Rockettes and Tommy
comprised primarily of NBC Tune, reprising a song from his
stars whose television series Broadway musical, "Seesaw."

Yet even these segments were
not flawless, for instead of
showing the performers, the
cameramen focused on the
ground and buildings of New
York.
The only saving factors of the
show came when Santa Claus
apopeared and marked the
official end of the parade,
giving hope to millions of
viewers across America that,
yes, Virginia, there is a good
parade, and it is coming New
Year's Day.

film

Streisand and Redford make movie a hit
By Phil Hilker
Hit movies come along every
once in awhile — movies that
invite its to enjoy rather than
imposing that enjoyment.
"Cabaret" was last year's hit
film. This year, that movie is
"The Way We Were."
"The Way We Were" is the
story of Jewish communist
activist Katie Morowski
(Barbra Streisand) and AilAmerican Hubbell Gardner
(Robert Redford). Together,
they make a pair of mis
matched lovers — neither one
being right for the other, but
each being exactly what the
other needs.
Katie is a determined,
demanding and out-spoken
supporter of causes, who loves
FDR and lets everything that
happens in the world happen to
her personally. Hubbell, on the
other hand, is a spoiled,
detached, quiet man, who
makes fun of politics and
prefers watching to
involvement.
In the late 1930's, the two go
through college, separated by
their obvious differences.
However, out of the corners of
their eyes, they are paying
attention to each other,
fascinated by the other's
particular gift: Katie's being
the ability to make a
commitment, turn it into a
cause and then stick with it;
while Hubbell's is that he is an
extraordinary writer. Fitting
them together seems as natural
as connecting two pieces of a
jigsaw puzzle, but for them, it
does not work.
Katie and Hubbell fall in love,
get married and move to
Hollywood where Hubbell is
writing a screenplay from his
novel, "A Country Made of Ice
Cream." The 1940's, though,

bring with them the era of anticommunism, McCarthy ism and
Hollywood blacklisting — all of
which Hubbell is content to sit
out, but over which Katie is
willing to fight.
These differences, the very
basis of their love, result in
Hubbell and Katie's separation,
divorce and the realization that
they were never meant for each
other.

assembling all the small pieces, in that it asks us to be
Pollack has definitely created a entertained. Streisand and
film of memorable caliber.
Redford are teamed for our
enjoyment while Arthur
"The Way We Were' ' is Laurents' screenplay tells a
different from most films today love story that is touching and

yet palatable. And as a reward
for taking such care
in its
production, "The Way We
Were" merits being called the
hit film of 1973.

music

Streisand's performance is
her best since "Funny Girl."
Once again there is that feeling
that she commands every
moment of the film, whether on
or off the screen. She is
captivating, acting with more
restraint and subtlety, but still
able to unleash the Streisand of
such films like "The Owl and By Jeff Baenen
the Pussycat" and "What's Up,
Frankly, one cannot wait until
Doc?" In this, her seventh film,N
Streisand leaves no doubt that the Beatles have milked their
among her contemporaries, she past glory and are in the grave,
because the Beatle mythos has
is the greatest.
long deserved to be put sixRedford, however, is still just deep. George can no longer play
another pretty face. While the guitar becausehis crucifix keeps
character of Hubbell Gardener getting in the way, Paul is just
is nothing more than that, another pretty face, and Ringo
Redford lacks credibility in — the gawking geek of the four
doing what he does — letting us — is now emerging as the true
know that he is acting. genius behind the Beatles.
Nevertheless, Redford does
John is the biggest hypocrite
possess a charisma and charm
that make him Streisand's of them all, preaching
revolution and power-to-theperfect complement.
people as he resides on top of a
The overall success of "The billion-dollar bankroll. His
Way We Were" is the result of albums are a potpourri of
director Sydney Pollack's working man's blues and
careful consideration of the unabashed weirdness; his
script, time period and the
atrocities are nothing more
people being used. A more than trendy put-ons.
sensitive performance has
never been gotten from
Lennon's consistent
Streisand and as for showing us inconsistency is evident in his
a Hollywood torn by the latest effort, Mind Games.
blacklisting era, Pollack makes Mind Games is the most
some serious statements and surprising album of the year,
raises questions as to why it not because it is a musical
ever happened. It is difficult to breakthrough, but because it is
call this a director's film (which so different from anything
it technically is not), but in Lennon has done. Just when you

Lennon's latest repeats, jokes and proves
the ex-Beatle more than just a loudmouth
expect him to protest as bitterly
as he did on Sometime in New
York City, he throws a curve
and comes on all sweetness and
light.
It is refreshing to listen to a
mellowed-out Lennon. The
reason for the change is Yoko
Ono. On the cover, her profile
looms grossly surrealistic upon
the horizon. On the album, five
out of eleven songs refer to her.
Among these odes to Yoko are
"Aisumasen," which is bluesy
and beautiful, and "One Day (at
a time)," which is a pleasant,
almost child-like melody.
Lennon's lyrics can be either
poetic ("I was born just to get to
you") or absurd ("So while
you're jerking off each
other").
The songs themselves are
rather simple and repetitious,
the music sounding vaguely
like recycled Beatles, circa
1969. There is a Harrison guitar
slide on "Bring on the Lucie
(Freeda Peeple)." which is of
the "c'mon-people-let's-stopthe-war-and-give-peace-achance" variety. "Tight A$"

punch of previous Lennon
triumphs such as "Instant
Karma" and "Imagine." But
the Beatles' influence is
strongly noticeable on "Out the
Blue" and "I Know (I Know)."
The album's real capper is
"Meat City," a hard-core
rocker that rounds the album
out nicely.
Also included on Mind Games
is the world's first three-second
song, the international anthem
of Nutopia, a conceptual
country that has "no land, no
boundaries, no passports, only
people."
Evidently, it has no
national anthem either, for it
consists of three seconds of
silence. John and Yoko are
having their little fun. Ha-ha.
Maybe he should have a whole
album of it.

All things considered, Mind
Games is a step in the right
direction for Lennon. The
album portrays Lennon as
something more than an
obnoxious loudmouth. If
"Genius is pain" as he claims,
then it must be a pain in the ass.
Did Yoko put him out of his
and "Mind Gaines" have all the misery?
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Anderson expressing dismay
over the way the House
Committee on Higher
Education handled the
Schoolhouse Law, which
concerns liquor on college
campuses.

SS claims Dille's restructuring of Budget
Committee violates MSG Constitution
By Corinne Iversen
and Lynne Bell

Dille's action violates Article
VII, Section 1 of the new All
College Constitution.

Student, Senate took action
Monday denouncing President
Roland Dille on his Student
Activities Budget Committee
appointments. Dille issued a
memorandum to the budget
committee's chairman, Eugene
Phillips, asking for five new
students to take the place of
senators previously on the
committee.

Senators feel this takes away
power from the Senate. The
Senate decided it will not accept
any decision from the
committee unless the executive
senators are allowed to sit on
the committee.

Eisner (so-Luverne) became
vice president of the Senate by a
unanimous vote. He succeeds
Phil Powell (jr-Moorhead)
whose resignation was effective
after fall quarter.

The Senate's complaint
centers on a Moorhead State
College student who was not
allowed to testify during
hearings the committee held.
Two Mankato students were
allowed to testify, but when the
MSC student tried to make his
intentions known, he was
ignored.
Eisner reported a booth would
be set up at registration to
accept donations for the funding
of the Minnesota State College
Student Association — State
College Board (MSCSA-SCB)
liaison-lobbyist.
A report from the

Eisner will serve a term on an
in-term basis. This means he is
elected from the Senate body
because of a resignation of the
vice president-elect. He will
Thus, the Student Senate went serve for one quarter after
on record as opposing this and which a vice president will be
a n y c h a n g e s i n i n t e r n a l elected in general election by
s t r u c t u r e o f t h e b u d g e t the MSC student body.
committee.
The Senate also voted to write
In other business, Walter a letter to Governor Wendell

The restructuring decision
was made without stated
reasons and without
participation from the Senate in
the decision-making process.

and now the film...

"It's hit entertainment,

A NORMAN JEWISON Film

and maybe even memorable
entertainment. i f - PNAeUwLYIoNrEk eKr A E L

STREISAND
A BEDFORD
TOGETHER!
THE
WAY

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR'

Stereophonic
Sound

CINEMA 70

Performances
7:15-9:20

Cinema II
West
Acres

1 Mile So. of 1-94 on US81

"A MASTERPIECE!"
- P A U L D. ZIMMERMAN, Newsweek

COLUMBIA PICTURES a-wj RASTAR PRODUCTIONS Present
A RAY STARK-SYDNEY POLLACK p,o4uct.oCOLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

A BBS PRODUCTION

Daily 2:00-7:15-9:30
WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER
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Ombudsman Council consisted
of a memo of previous actions,
under Powell's direction, to
present actions under Eisner's
directions.
Eisner, chairman of the
Ombudsman Council, presented
his plans to the Senate,whj ch
accepted them. Eisner feels
that the council will now be able
to work with local authorities,
functioning much as a lawyer
would. The council has access
to several thousand dollars in
the reserve account which will
be used for bail, and is working
on getting transportation to and
from the courthouse.
The structure of the Council
was also outlined.
Areas
presently under investigation
include:
1) establishing and
administrating a legal aids
program
a) receiving semiprofessional recognition from
local authorities making
available services to student s
b) having members of the
council available, on call, 24
hours per day to help arrested
students
c) having access to state
transportation 24 hours per day
to help arrested students
d) administrating a bail fund
(amount as yet undecided)
e) setting up an office in the
Activities Room as a question
and answer service for students
seeking financial aid.
2) establishing a Student
Information Center (SIC) for
students on such things as
weather, activities in the F-M
area, etc.
3) researching of projects
initiated by the Student Senate.
The Ombudsman Council
consists of approximately 15
persons under a coordinator.
The Coordinator will be paid
$100 per academic quarter.
(However, as Eisner was voted
in-term vice president and
also the Ombudsman Council
coordinator, he said he is
willing to forego this quarter's
$100.
The vice president's
tuition, up to 16 credits, is paid
for as his salary.)
The canceled Student Senate
election has been taken up by a
newly-established
election
committee.
Due to the
cancellation of the previous
election set-up, the whole
procedure must begin again.
The next MSCSA meeting will
be held this weekend at
Southwest State College,
Marshall, MN.

Ends Soon!
Thurs. — 7:15 & 9:20
Fri., Sat., Sun.
7:30,9:35

Dec. 3-9 - 7 Big Days • Mon. thru Sun.!
Mon.—Art Show—"Our Only World"
Tues.—All-night Party—11 p.m. to 4 a.m.
Wed.—Movie—"Klute"—50'
Thurs.—Free! Dance to "Jesse Brady"
Fri.—Movie—"Charly "—Free!
Sat.—Coffeehouse—9-12 p.m.—Jane Voss
Sun.—Coffeehouse—9-12 p.m.—Jane Voss

Now —7:15,9:15

A

jjJ

See the most
exciting motor
cycle chase ever!

ELECTRA
GLIDE
IN BLUE
PG
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Empathy volunteers help
to those who need it
About 100 Moorhead State
College students volunteered
their services to an organization
called Empathy last year.
These students claimed no
special talent, but offered what
they could to people who needed
help. Empathy is a year-and-ahalf old program and a student
branch of Community
Volunteers for Service program
which operates in the FargoMoorhead area.
It seeks to be the connecting
link between people who need
help and MSC students who
want to help. The main
difference between other
service organizations on
campus and Empathy is that
Empathy operates on an
individual level instead of as a
group. One of the student
coordinators, Linda Wieme (srJasper) says this year there are
considerably fewer volunteers
than before because students do
not know about the program.
"It is amazing how many
students really want to help
people," adds Wieme. The best
help a student can give, she
says, is just listening to people
and caring about them.
There is an endless list of
people who need a volunteer
worker in the F-M area. Unwed
mothers in Luther Hall in Fargo
need friends. Fatherless
children hope for Big Brothers
which are in short supply this
year. Juveniles need recreation
supervisors at the Fargo
Detention Center. The County
Probation Office needs students

Retarded and handicapped
people need someone to talk to
and to get them out of the house
and into the world.

to help interview prospective
parents.
A senior citizen needs to know
someone cares about him or
her. The Hotline could use
some more volunteers.

Individuals, such as a
housewife in debt, need advice
on how to budget money. Scouts
need leaders. It is not expert
advice these people need as
much as some loving care from
someone who is interested in
them.
Fourteen students man the

AT LAST CONTRACEPTIVES
THROUGH THE PRIVACY
OF THE MAIL

Obtaining male contraceptives without
embarrassment can be a problem. Now
Sensitive Products Corp. has solved that
problem. We offer a complete line of famous
brand condoms sent by mail in a tasteful plain
package for absolute privacy.
Now you can choose from a wide variety of
brands and learn what the differences really are.
We offer the famous Trogan, the exciting preshaped Contureand ten other top-quality brands.
All meet strict government standards of
reliability.
We'll be glad to send you our illustrated
brochure which describes the products. Send just
$3.50 for a sampler pack of a dozen
contraceptives — three each of four leading
brands plus our brochure or send 25c for the
brochure only.
SENSITIVE PRODUCTS CORP.
P. O. Box 562, Hopkins, MN 55343
Please send me:
( ) $3.50 Sampler (12 Condoms)
( ) $5.50 Special Sampler (21 Condoms)
( ) Catalogue only: 25c
(Enclose Cash, Check, or M.O.)

NAME ....
ADDRESS
CITY

Empathy phone (236-2805) from
12 p.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday to answer calls
for help or calls from
Volunteers who want to to help.
A volunteer can stay on any
job as long as he wishes. The
amount of work is entirely up to
the individual.
"Our primary objective is not
to help volunteers receive
personal fulfillment, which they
usually do receive, but to help
those who need help," says
Wieme.

Hi Brau

PARTY TIME
AT

Rausch Liquors
1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD
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MEN FROM YOUNG FEMALES
REMIND EMS!

"PRISON GIRLS"

CONJUGAL
X

BOOHS IN VIOLENT RACE:

Premium Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

Doors open at Noon.
Must be 18.
vXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx

I COULD NEVER HAVE SEX
WITH ANY MAN
WHO HAS SO LITTLE
REGARD FOR MY
HUSBAND

Nightly 7:15-9:15, Saturday 5:15-7:15-9:15
Sunday 1:15-3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15
j

THE MOST
FANTASTIC
UNDERSEA
ODYSSEY
EVER FILMED

Ends Saturday Night
Gordons War
Friday 7:00-9:00
Saturday 10:00-3:00-5:00
7:00-9:00

NEPTUNE
STATE

ZIP,

fmaar
I«B»

99

Sat. & Sun.
Matinees
1:15-3:15
All Seats 75c

Sunday Night — 5:15-7:15-9:15 (Regular Admission)

Audiences are standing up
and applauding...

WALKING
TALL
"BEST
AMERICAN
MOVIE
OF
THE
YEAR'.'
— Rolling Stone
CINERAMA RELEASING presents

"WALKING TALL"
JOE DON BAKER ELIZABETH HARTMAN
ROSEMARY MURPHY
A servre of Co* Broadcasting Corp

R

"Face it, Parker-You'll never be able
to duplicate the flavor of Premium Grain Belt Beer!"

XV

X
X
X

RESTRICTED

NIGHTLY
7:15-9:30

ATEWAY
CINEMA
302 MAIN 293-1430

SAT. — SUN. 5:00-7:15-9:30
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Dragon-Cobber clash tomorrow
r

By Mary Ann Young

sports

With a fairly new squad, the
Moorhead Dragons are hoping
to break a three game loosing
streak against Concordia
tomorrow night in the Alex
Nemzek Fieldhouse.
The
Dragons meet the Cobbers at
7:30 with three new starters to
help the season off to a hopeful
start.

MSG football highlights
By Jim Thielman

A blazing finish would
accurately describe the final
half of the Moorhead State
Dragons 1973 football season.
The Dragons caught fire as they
amassed four victories in their
final five games for a 7-3-0
overall record.
The Dragon team captured
the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference title for the second
time in the last three years as
they racked up an impressive 51-0 record in conference play.
Hie Dragon season began
with 49-7 trouncing of Minot
State. The Dragons then
simmered as they hit a two
game slump, losing to rival
Concordia and Winona State.
The dismal start, which found
the Dragons 2-3-0 through the
first five games, was all but
forgotten as they proceeded to
rip off consecutive victories
against the University of
Minnesota-Morris, Southwest
State and Michigan Tech. They
will enter the 1974 season riding
on a reassuring 42-22 final game
victory over Macalaster.
The Dragons will have to call
on some underclassmen to help

In two very close games
against Concordia last year,
Moorhead lost 60 to 59 and 64 to
fill holes caused by the 62. "The Concordia game is
graduation of some fine seniors. always tough," said secondOffensive starters closing out year Dragon coach Denny
their college careers are: Anderson, "but we're optimistic
running back George Spanish about the team this year. We
(Hibbing), quarterback Dan
Woodbury (White Bear Lake),
ends Rick Manke (Marshall)
Spanish was the teams'
and Lee Eklund (Isle) and workhorse as he lugged the ball
lineman Steve Johnson 201 times and tied counterpart
(Duluth), Gene Wohlsdorf Jack Holewa (jr-St. Anthony)
(Grand Rapids) and Bob for the team lead of 4.5 yards
Ho dorff (Richfield).
per carry. Holewa and Russ
Henegar (jr-Bismarck) did
Defensive starters departing m o s t of t h e r e m a i n i n g
are tackle Dave Martens groundwork carrying 135 times
(Hutchinson), linebackers Mike for 619 yards and 124 for 532,
Reem (Aitkin), and Dave respectively.
McGaha (Bloomington), plus
safety Craig Haukedahl.
Flanker Manke was way in
(Detroit Lakes)
front of the teams' number two
receiver, as he hauled in 41
It appears head coach Ross passes for 697 yards and 4
Fortier will need to rebuild the touchdowns. Manke's standout
bulk of his offensive line and season enabled him to shatter
will also need a couple of virtually all existing Moorhead
outside linebackers. A new State receiving records. Lee
Dragon quarterback will be Eklund, the teams' number two
needed and Fortier will have to receiver gathered in 20 passes
find someone to fill the gaping for 267 yards and 3 touchdowns.
hole left by the teams' leading
rusher, Spanish, who totaled 908
Quarterback Dan Woodbury
yards. Mike Dorsey (jr- also left a trail of broken
Chanhassen) or Greg Jerlow records as he threw 86 pass
(fr.-Lakefield), should make a c o m p l e t i o n s i n 163 p a s s
g o o d r e p l a c e m e n t f o r attempts, both school records.
Woodbury.
Those 86 completions totaled

should improve as the season Lakes) was the top scorer on the
gets along especially when the JV team last year with a 21.5
new players catch on with our average.
strategies."
Potter, transfer from
Chris Grier (jr-August, GA), Vermillion Junior College, and
one of the new men, will center Bowen, from Lake Region
the team Friday. The only full- Junior College at Devils Lake,
t i m e r e g u l a r r e t u r n i n g were both on the honorable
letterman Dean Renneke (jr- mention list for the Junior
Wood Lake) and transfer Jim College All-American team.
Bowen (jr-York, SC) will be in
The Concordia team is
as forwards. Transfer Larry "small" according to its coach,
Potter (jr-Duluth) and the only Sonny Gulsvig, with the tallest
senior on the team, Kraig Wold man being 6-5 Center Bruce
(sr-Rochester) will be serving Kjesbo who was moved to that
as guards.
position this year from forward.
Concordia will have two
R e n n e k e , 6-6, w a s t h e sophomores and two returning
Dragons leading rebounder last letterman in the starting line up
year. Larry Higdem (jr-Detroit ranging height from 6-1 to 6-3.
1,149 yards and a remarkable
52.8 per cent throwing average.
Woodbury broke career records
for completions and yardage set
by Bruce Bakeberg from 1965 to
1967. Woodbury also holds the
mark for completions in a single
game with 15.
Russ Henegar took top honors
4n both punt and kick returns for
the season. Henegar fielded 17
punts for a 7.6 yard average and
1 touchdown and returned 18
kicxoffs for 380 yards and a 21.1
average.
Free safety Stan Eggen (jrDilworth) picked off three
enemy passes to lead the
Dragon Defense in that
category.
Fortier will have some
promising freshmen to work
with next year. Craig Jaakkola
(Littlefork-Big Falls) and Jim

Wacker (Frazee) may give
some support to the
runningback spot and Dave
White is a possible successor to
Manke's flanker spot. Rocky
Gullickson (Moorhead), Dan
Jinks (Grand Rapids) and Tom
Duginski (Fargo Shanley) may
be instrumental in the
rebuilding of the offensive line.
While the defense remains
relatively intact, Linemen Jeff
Robley (Pelican Rapids) and
Dave Bjerk (East Grand Forks)
may find their way into the
lineup along with linebacker
John Eaton (Hibbing). Steve
Jappe (Tracy), Kevin Nascene
(Mcintosh), and Loren Beste
(Sauk Centre) will be fighting
for a spot in the secondary.
Whatever problems coach
Fortier may encounter, it
appears he will have a sizeable
number of candidates trying to
help solve them.

wrestlers lose two
By Larry Nicholson

George Spanish

Mike Reem

Steve Johnson

Rich Menke

Stan Eggen

MSG seniors gain honors
Led by 1973 co-captains
George Spanish (sr-Hibbing)
and Mike Reem (sr-Aitkin),
many members of the NIC
Champion Moorhead S t a t e
Dragons have been honored by
post season awards.
Five seniors were named to
the All-NIC squad and they
include runningback Spanish,
linebacker Reem, offensive
tackle Steve Johnson (Duluth),
flanker Rich Menke (Marshall),
and defensive back Craig
Haukedahl (Detroit Lakes).

Bob Hodorff (Richfield),
linebacker Dave McGaha
(Bloomington-Lincoln),
defensive tackle Dave Martens
(Hutchinson), offensive guard
Gene Wohlsdorf (Grand
Rapids) and quarterback Dan
Woodbury (White Bear Lake).

Along with these five, six
other seniors were accorded
honorable mention in the NIC.
These six include tight end Lee
Ekiund (Isle), offensive guard

In addition, Spanish was
chosen the NIC Most Valuable
Player and along with head
coach Ross Fortier, who was
named NIC Football Coach of

the Year, took the NIC top
honors.

The Steve Vaneps Memorial
Award for the best offensive
lineman went to Steve Johnson
while Mike Reem was named
the first recipient of the Dr.
Geib Memorial Award as the
Spanish, Manke, and Reem most dedicated senior football
were also named to the District player.
13 NALA squad.
This was
Spanish's second year as a Spanish was selected earlier
District 13 selection and third this m o n t h a s this y e a r ' s
Dragon MVP.
year as an All-NIC choice.
Next year the Dragons will be
lead by captain-elect Stan
Eggen (jr-Dilworth). Eggen
competed at free safety for the
Dragons this past season.

The Moorhead State
Wrestling Team toured the
Pacific Coast during
Thanksgiving Vacation. Even
though the Dragons lost their
matches to Washington State
University, 29-6 and Boise State,
Idaho 36-6, coach Bill Garland is
not disappointed.

Freudenburg (sr-Parkers
Prairie) both showing excellent
performances.

The Dragon wrestling squad,
as a whole, are young and
inexperienced, but show
initiative. Coach Garland was
astonished to find his team
eager to start working out and
improve on their mistakes when
The young Dragon grapplers they returned.
performed extremely well as
they were thrust upon top notch
Moorhead will continue
competition.
The two duel wrestling action on the road
meets held on the Pacific Coast, w h e n t h e y t r a v e l t o t h e
had two Dragon winners. They University of Northern Iowa for
w e r e H a r l e y H a u g ( s r - a tournament Dec. 1.
Moorhead) and Lyle

rec news
Sign-up for winter quarter bowling leagues is now taking place at the
Recreation Center. There are openings in men's, women's, and coed leagues.
Registration will continue through Sunday. Watch the Advocate for
information on the organization of pool leagueslater thisquarter.
Winners of the men's bowling league for fall quarter were the Keglers.
Gordy Anderson, Brian Johnson, Randall Jacklitch, were team members.
Women's league champions were the Rangers, consisting of Marcia
Pel ion, Pat Castagneri, Carol Repesh and Barb Aulie. Ann Nunn, Jim Lee,
Vicki Drever and Mark Koenig were members of Team 1, coed champions.
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SUPB
meetings
Meeting time for the SUPB
(Student Union Program
Board) during winter quarter
will be at 5 p.m.
every
Monday starting December 3, in
Room 226. All are welcome.

Coed volleyball champions Captain Crunch. Photo by Dave Benning.

intramurals
The Bailers won the three-man basketball tournament by defeating
Booba's Mice 6-10, 11-9 and 10-8 in the finals. Each basket counted one point
with the first team to 10 the winner. A team also had to win by more than two
points. Members of the winning Bailers are Tim McLevish, Myron
Swanberg, Vic Carlson and Marty Johanson.
The coed volleyball championship went to Captain Crunch, who edged the
WRA Rejects 15-12,15-12 in the finals. Members of Captain Crunch are Dean
Wendschuh, Jim Goglin, Bruce Fasteen, Gordy Hella, Mary Mclntyre, Linda
Hann, Thea Hangaard, Margo Schaeffer and Becky Erickson.
There will be a men's basketball tournament Saturday beginning at 10 a.m.
Registration will continue through Friday. Registration for men's league
basketball ends Dec. 4 with competition starting Dec. 5.
Hockey registration for men begins Dec. 4 and ends Dec. 18 with
competition beginning after Christmas break.

table
tennis
tourney

DIAMOND
RINGS

From $150.00

Think Three
Beautiful Mr. and Mrs. bridal sets
... a brilliant perfect Keepsake
diamond engagement ring With
matching wedding rings. Mastercrafted and fully guaranteed.

A table tennis tournament
will be held Wednesday in the
Ballroom of Comstock
Memorial Student Union. The
tournament will begin at 7 p.m.
for all interested students. This
tournament will help determine
the MSC Intercollegiate Table
Tennis team.

Special Student Prices
• Registered
alnsured
Choose with confidence

LOCATED IN
THEMOORHEAD
CENTERMALL

DIW10.MM I \!!?K
OPEN 9:30-9:00 week days
9:30-6:00 Saturdays
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PROBLEMS?

Keepsa

NEUBARTH'S

For further information consult your Intramurals winter quarter calendar.

Make the most of
someone yonlove.

WEST ACRES

CALL

(24 HOURS)

232 2505

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
302 N Univ. Dr. Fargo

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $j

EuroMed
may oiler RX via
overseas training
For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer
ican students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed
ing at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.
In addition. Euromed provides stu
dents with a 12 week intensive cul
tural orientation program., with
American students now studying medi
cine in that particular country serving

mi io ms om
Pako Posters $3.95

This, friends, is
fashion in high
gear. Below a
handsome shirt
and bow tie.
Above, one of our
U-neck sweaters.
You'll see this
look everywhere
so pull over to
day and acquire
it.

Bring us your photo, negative,
drawing or clipping.
We'll do the rest.
In just five days!

West Acres Center
Fargo
Grosz Studio
Moorhead

as counselors.

Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
el!gible to participate in the Euromed
program.
For application and further
information, phone toll free,

(800) 645-1234

or write,

Euromed, Ltd.

it's the
real thing

170 Old Country Road
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Fargo-Moorhead

Scene III

i jmsmoossn
Downtown • Fargo
Dial 232-7133

Brookdala - A&oorhaad
Dial 233-4315

For College Men
Who Think They Can Lead,
And Are Willing To Find Out For Sure
Freshmen,
Sophomores & Juniors

Platoon
Leaders
Class

Ground or Air

No on-campus training • Eligible members receive
$100 a month for each of the 9 months of the school
year • Free civilian flight instruction for eligible
members of PLC Air program • Freshmen and
sophomores attend two six-week summer sessions
at Officer Candidates School, Quantico, Virginia •
Juniors take one extended session in summer before
senior year • Commissioning on day of college
graduation • All officers then attend six-months of
advanced leadership training at The Basic School,
Quantico • Aviation officers report directly to flight
school for jet or helicopter training after Basic School.
. _

.

Starting Annual Salary
Seniors & Graduates

Officer
Candidate
Class
Ground or Air

Minimum
3,0

,6

Maximum

M2972,6

No on-campus training • After college graduation,
candidates attend Officer Candidates School,
Quantico, Virginia • Upon commissioning, all
officers report to The Basic School, Quantico, for six
months' advanced training • All Marine ground
officers state the occupational fields they prefer,
and in three out of four cases they get their first
choice • Aviation officers report to flight school for
jet or helicopter training.

Starting Annual Salary

Minimum

$9092.16

Maximum

*10,684.56

Ask A Marine About Leadership...
And Learn Something About Yourself
Marine Corps Officer Selection Team
will be on campus at the
Owens Hall Lobby on the
10, 11, 12th of December, 1973

The Marines
are looking for
a few good men

